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I. Multiple choice questions. 

1. Jack’s fourth grade class is going to the acquarium.  An acquarium is place with lots of creatures that are  ( c ) 

a. Furry    b. In the air   c. In water   d. on the grass 

2. Studying for the test will be beneficial to my grace.  Beneficial means      ( d ) 

a.fun    b. Hard    c. Make it easier  d. Good result 

3. Can you measure the circumference of this circle.  The root word circum means    ( b ) 

a. size    b. around   c. area    d. water 

4. Chronology is the study of            ( a) 

a. Time    b. Colours   c. animals   d. Water 

5. A monarch is the ________ of a country         (a) 

a. Ruler    b. military leader  c. wealth   d. None 

6. Something credible is            (d) 

a. very expensive  b. round   c. not believable  d. able to be believed 

7. Being a mother is a domestic job.  The root word dom means       ( c ) 

a. home   b. house   c. both a and b   d. none 

8. What kind of athletes are very flexible         (c ) 

a. sprint runners  b. baseball players  c. gymnasts and ballerinas d. None 

9. A fragment is             ( a) 

a. A piece of something that it is different   b. found inside a woman’s purse 

c. kept in the freezer      d. a piece of something that is broken 

10. Geography  is the study of the           ( c) 

a. earth    b.world    c. both a and b   d. none 

11. Which of the following is not a suffix          ( c) 

a. ful    b. ing    c. Re    d. none of these 

12. If you wanted to compare to bags of groceries what would you say       ( d) 

a. this one lighter than that one     b. this one is lighted than that one 

c. this bag is good      d.  none of these 

13. Which of these prefixes means below         ( a) 

a. under   b. pre    c. over    d. here 

14. If you take away the prefix from disagree the root word is agree       ( a ) 

a. True    b. False     c. both a and b   d. none 

15. I love ________ of fresh flowers          ( a) 

a. scent    b.  sent    c.cent    d. None 

16.  The dog likes to ______ his bone in  the stand        ( a ) 

a. Bury    b. Berry    c. Barry    d. None 

17. The contractor plans to ______ a sky scraper        (a) 

a. build    b. billed    c. bill    d. None 

18. I went shopping for a _____ car          ( c ) 

a. old    b. knew    c. new    d. None 

19. The money for the field trip us _______ on Friday        (b) 

a. dew    b. due    c. do    d. None 

20. The weather outside is very           (a) 

a. chilly    b. chile    c. chili    d. None 

 

 

 

 



II. Fill in the blanks. 

21. How have you been doing _______ (do) 

22. The best days of my life are (be) the ones spent(spend) at the college 

23. keep guessin (guess) the answers till you get them right 

24. Were you paying (pay) attention to what was being said ? 

25. Raman lives  (live) in Chennai for 10 yrs 

26. Where  were your friends going yesterday ? 

27. That car has always been my favourite ( was, has, is, have) 

28. Whom  did  you meet this afternoon ? ( have, are, were, did) 

29. My team didn’t get lost a match  (didn’t, hasn’t has, won’t) 
30. Where did you see my phone ( is, have, did, are) 

 

Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns 

31. If anyone asks, tell them I will be back tomorrow 

32. Fatima said that she  and her sister work together 

33. Rohan wants to do it himself 

34. They cooked the meat in their  own juices 

35. The camera I wanted for so long is finally  mine 

36.Whom can I (I/me ) trust, if no  her (she/her)? 

37. I  ( me/I ) looked at myself  (I/me/mine) in the mirror  may  (myself/my/mine) reflection stared back itself  

 (I/me/myself) 

38. Neither Ravi no Rishi has done their  (their/him/his ) homework.  The teacher has punished them (him/them/then) 

39. Rithika has a postgraduate degree 

40. The biology lab has a microscope 

 

III. Short Answer Questions 

1. What is Noun ? 

 Ans:  Noun is a word refer to the names of persons, places, things, actions and concepts. 

2. What is pronoun ? 

 Ans: A pronoun is a word that can be used in place of noun 

3. What is verb ? 

 Ans: A word which denotes action is known as verb 

4. Write the sentence structure of future perfect Tense 

 Ans: Will have + past participle of verb 

5. Write the sentence structure of present Tense 

 Ans: 1. Subject + verb + object   2. Subject +am/is/are + ing + object 

  3. Subject +  have/has +  pastparticiple of verb 4. Subject + have/has/been + verb stem + ing 

6. What is Homonym ? 

 Ans: Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and the same pronounciation, but different meanings 

7. What is Homographs ? 

 Ans: Homographs are words that have same spelling, but different pronounciations and meanings 

8. What are Homophones ? 

 Ans: Homophones are words that same pronounciation, but different spelling and meaning 

9. Characters of the lesson “ The Proposal” 

 Ans: Stepanstepanovitch TS chubkov, Natalia stepanovna, Ivam Vassilyitch comor 

10. What are primary helping words ? 

 Ans: are, be, have and do 

 

   

   


